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Juno was the goddess of marriage, childbirth, and a protector of women. She is the Queen of the gods. In the
chart she represents the marriage we seek out or have, or the marriage partner. This also applies to long-term
relationships, any relationship where commitment to one another is central. Firey, passionate, child-like or
selfish in marriage. Individual that identifies with Juno. A steady, committed, comfortable marriage. Loyal,
down-to-earth marriage partner. Romantic partner, sensual partner. Material security through marriage.
Intellectual, social, witty marriage partner. Marriage based off of common interests, ever-changing, a marriage
that helps you learn. A marriage that feels like home. Traditional values, deep emotional bond. A sensitive and
caring marriage partner, partners that nurture one another. In the 4th house, desire for partner is intrinsic to the
soul. A flashy marriage, a partner you can be proud of, a heart-centered marriage. Warm love, romantic,
playful. Marriage partner that gives you validation. Practical marriage, intellectual marriage partner, a
marriage where you can keep your autonomy. Marriage partner that serves you, helps you with chores. A
partner you work with. Very relationship-oriented, finds self through marriage. Balanced and equal
partnership, searching for the life partner. Romantic and wistful partner, fair partner. There may be a shadow
side, secrets, room for the shadow to come out and be healed. Marriage based off of intimacy. Shared income
and riches through marriage. Marriage partner from a different culture or country. Traveling together, learning
together, discovering together. A marriage built on a solid and secure foundation. A practical marriage, a
serious marriage. May be married to their career or meet spouse through work. Non-traditional or alternative
marriage, marriage based off of common interests, weird marriage, eccentric or unique partner. Meeting your
spouse through friends or a group you belong to. Married to your best friend. Marriage raised to the heavens,
spiritual partnership, empathetic and compassionate partner, emotional bond, union through marriage. Healing
or being healed through serious relationship. In the 12th, desire for marriage may be unconscious or hidden.
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There is always something in them which makes them unpleasant. This relationship would be no different.
Your Sun signs are not the problem, nor are any of the Astrology aspects of conjunction "0", squares "90" and
or, trine "". It is the natural dynamics between you that is. With just about everyone you meet, there is a
different vibe that goes on between you. And the same is true of you affecting them in some unknown fashion.
What you have with this person is extraordinary on the plus side of the ledger. There appears to be a lot of
potential for happiness and prosperity. There is also evidence that you as a union have the intellect to sort out
problems. Following through on your agreements is where the water might get rough. But not completely
unmanageable. The negative side of the ledger is also powerful. But the pluses between you have a chance to
keep it in check. It takes about three years for relationships to show their true colors. The first year - is full of
giggles and laughs, as you are both on your best behavior. The second year - each of you begins to notice the
little things that irritate and annoy you. But you choose to say nothing about them. The third year - your
comfort zones are now at a point where nothing is left back. Arguments are out in the open and hurtful words
are thrown around loosely. On the other hand, if the union has within it the potential for many good things as
yours does , then the positives will become more apparent and happiness will continue to persist. Your
relationship needs time to grow, in order to notice the true potential. In the mean time, this is a good time for
you two to enjoy life and go for the gusto. Take what you can from my warnings to set the ground rules and
setup a super structure for yourselves. You will settle into a routine, both of you should try and make the
routine a good one. Go back to the Aspects To Live For and look at what it says about aspects and lower down
within that article and see what it says about relationships.
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Here are four top keys to help you add that spice and excitement back into your sex life that may have been
missing for many months at the least, and many years at the worst. Asking questions When was the last time
you asked your partner what they desire regarding your intimate experiences? When was the last time you sent
them a text or an email especially, which are much more effective than talking in person, and asked them what
they would like to do differently in regards to intimacy? In regards to sex? It amazes me when I work with
couples that are very bored with their sex life, how many of them have stopped asking the most important
questions that I just listed above. And why is that? Resentments get in the way of intimacy every time.
Nothing, and I mean nothing will ever change. Send an email, or text to your partner today, not tomorrow, not
Sunday, but today and ask them what is missing for them in their sex life with you. On your own, I want you
to send an email or text to your partner telling them what you love about your intimate life. Is it the way they
kiss? Is it how they hold your hand? Or how they hug you as you leave for work? Starting your
communication like this is incredibly important. This type of email or text opens the door for the next part of
this equation. This should always be done outside of the bedroom. Not during sex, not just after sex because
we are all way too vulnerable in that period of time. I found with many couples this part of the conversation
can be greatly enhanced by working with a professional. Recently, I had a chance to help a couple in
California over Skype that was having extreme intimate issues. They were both bored. But they were both
filled with resentment. Once we cleared the resentments out-of-the-way, and we had them both on Skype for
their session, they were very open to answering the questions I gave them. This also took some of the
embarrassment away from either of them having to be the leader in the conversation. Take control of the
intimate experience Have you ever told your partner that you were going to take control of the intimate
experience you wanted to share with them this evening? In the bedroom already set up you have candles,
maybe silk or satin sheets, and soft music playing in the background. Now there are some couples that will
look at the above four steps and say that they are elementary in regards to adding spice to their relationships. If
the above is mild, go wild in your own way. I think the key is to realize you need help and ask for it. There are
thousands of counselors and therapists like myself all around the world who are more than happy to help you
reclaim the intimate excitement you had when you began your dating and or marriage experience. Today is the
day to grab your partner by the hand and the heartâ€¦ And lead them to A path of deeper intimacy and
connection.
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Your astrological chart can actually show you what qualities in a mate are best for you -- beyond just
examining Venus and Mars. The Juno asteroid is one key to success in a long-term relationship.
Understanding what this heavenly body really says about you or another is vital to striking the right
combination for lasting love. Juno, a Roman goddess, was was the wife and sister! She was the initiator of
women into the rites of marriage. Juno was honored for her loyalty and beauty and was an example of the
ideal wife. The month of June -- when many weddings take place -- is named in connection with the goddess
Juno. Juno in the astrological chart describes your style of relating, compatibility , and intimacy needs,
specifically in the context of a primary relationship or marriage. Her energy is applicable for men or women.
Venus describes how you show love and what type of energy you need to feel validated. For men, Venus may
show the feminine qualities you find attractive. Mars is the key to our sexual expression, and often, for
women, shows the type of male qualities to which you are drawn. Both planets reveal, in terms of
relationships, who you are likely to be attracted to, and what you are likely to find in dating situations. They
signify the above qualities regardless of sexual orientation. This is where Juno enters the story. Consider my
client, Julia. She had been married for six years to a man she was passionately attracted to. They had powerful
connections between her Mars and his Venus. But beyond the passion, she felt completely unnourished by her
husband. After their divorce, she dated for a time and had another three-year relationship to a man who was
very different in personality, but the pattern was the same -- there was passion but no real connection. Julia
ended the union and was now involved with a new man, but the pattern was emerging again. Julia knew from
her chart that she had Venus in Scorpio and Mars in Aries. If you need a chart, try Cafe Astrology for a free
one. Scroll down the chart results page to see Juno. This is a strong sexual placement and led to her attracting
strong, masculine men with whom the sex was always great. But her Juno was in Cancer. This revealed that
she needed a mate who was emotionally nurturing, interested in home and family, and a bit softer than the
men she was currently attracting. She had to look past her immediate sexual attractions to the super-masculine
type of guy and be open to seeing a different sort of man. Cathy was another client who was in a fairly good
marriage of 10 years. But things were getting a little stale, and she wanted to know how she might deepen her
connection with her husband. She had never looked at her Juno, which was in Sagittarius. I explained to her
that to be satisfied in marriage, her Juno needed adventure! Perfect for both of them! Combining Astrology
With Psychic Readings There are many ways to use the wisdom that is present in your astrological chart. Once
you have the key from Juno about your deepest relationship needs, it allows you to be more clear and focused
in your search for a mate -- or connecting to the mate you already have. When we consider the Juno
information, it is much easier to focus on the person that is most appropriate, and zoom in on how to invite
that relationship energy in. When a client is clear about his or her needs, we can work together in the psychic
realm to attract the mate he or she wants. The more tools we have, the more empowered we can be. Juno is a
graceful goddess who wants us all to be successful in our relating. Her wisdom is present for us at all times -right in our astrological charts. Keen is for entertainment purposes only. Keen does not provide and is not
responsible for any content or information that you receive or share through the Keen service.
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Hello, my name is Lydia and I love Astrology. Search Posts Juno in the Signs Juno Juno, known as the
Goddess of marriage, traditionally symbolized the idealized life partner. She represents the values and
attitudes, which reveal themselves in the institution of marriage. In the signs, Juno represents how we deal
with our intimacy needs, what we look for in a mate, and qualities we present in a partnership. Requires full
autonomy and independence in relationships. They tend to be attracted to strong, dominant, assertive, leading
individuals. Requires stability in relationships. They tend to be attracted to dependable, trustworthy, reliable,
and steady partners. Needs a lot of physical contact from partner. Requires open lines of communication and
verbal stimulation in relationships. Attracted to intelligence, wittiness, and spontaneity. Requires emotional
intimacy and nurturance from their relationship. Tend to be attracted to Mother archetypes; caring, gentle,
trustworthy, loving, nurturing, etc. Requires admiration and pazazz think exciting, unpredictable teenflick
drama in their relationship. They are attracted to grandiose, glamorous, hearty, warm, exciting, outgoing, and
complimenting types of people. Requires a partner who wants to reach for perfection with Juno Virgo. Are
attracted to hard-working, put-together, clean, intelligent, and charming types of people. Requires a sense of
equality in a relationship. If the relationship is off-balance, off goes Juno Libra! They are attracted to social,
charming, magnetic, diplomatic, conversationalist types. Requires emotional intensity and intimate connection
both sexual and non-sexual to partner. Attracted to mysterious, sensual, radical, quiet, professional, and
intelligent types. Requires adventure, and open-mind, and intellectual stimulation from partner. Tend to be
attracted to outgoing, philosophical, thinker, adventuresome, open-minded, exciting, and zesty types. Requires
stability, depth, and commitment in a relationship. They are attracted to hard-working, independent, aloof, and
provider types of people. Requires freedom and eccentricity in a relationship. They are attracted to wacky,
quirky, individualistic, confident, intellectual, and humanitarian types. Requires emotional, spiritual, and
mental transcendence from unity of a relationship. Tend to be attracted to dreamy, sensitive, psychic, intuitive,
martyr, spiritual, and romantic types. Venus and Mars signs provide a general insight on why and who we are
attracted. Juno signs represent more of who we are attracted to when searching for a life partner.
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When we sense our link to those that we love, we feel the full joy of being a valued human who holds an
important place in the world. This feeling of connection is an integral part of our well-being. It reminds us that
our lives have meaning, it protects us from loneliness, and proves to us that we are all part of the family of
mankind. Connecting emotionally is an essential part of the falling-in-love process, and one that often happens
naturally as you spend time with your partner discovering them and how they perceive the world around them.
As you share your views, you weave this emotional connection which is one of the guy-wires that keeps your
love relationship grounded, and keeps it from flying away even in times of disagreement and other
less-than-happy moments that happen to all marriages. But what if you are having trouble connecting
emotionally to your partner? You know you are in love, and you want make sure this love stays strong. You
know that an emotional connection is just as important as a physical one. What are some of the ways you can
make sure you are doing everything you can to plant, nourish and tend to your emotional connection with your
spouse so that it blooms and takes root in order to help you through the rough patches that may occur during
your life together? Bond in the healthiest way possible An emotional connection starts with a bond, and that
bond needs to be constructed in a healthy way. Here are some of the components that make up healthy
emotional connections: Emotionally connected couples practice empathy not only with this spouses, but with
all of the people whose paths they cross each day: Listen actively Active listening connects you emotionally to
your partner as it shows them you are fully engaged in the conversation. To listen actively, allow your partner
to talk. Then repeat what you have heard, using your own words. A conversation about household chores
might look something like this: How would you like us to divide the kitchen cleaning work up? These are
merely filler words and do not indicate that you are really taking part in the conversation in a mindful way.
You may be used to hearing these brief responses when you talk with a teenager! Making large, life-impacting
decisions? Build consensus together Even if one of you is the breadwinner in the family, deciding how to
spend that money should be a joint decision. Power is equal in the marriage Emotionally connected couples
have a balance of power and they view each other as equals. Each voice carries equal weight in the household.
Obstacles to emotional connection There are some ways of relating to others that stand in the way of building
an emotional connection, but all of these can be surmounted with some dedicated effort, provided perhaps by
an outside person such as a therapist. In these cases, it is vital that the couple work together to overcome these
obstacles. A relationship lacking in emotional connection is more like a partnership, and that is not what most
people seek when they fall in love. Once you acquire the skills to build emotional connection, you will find
that your ability to connect with all around you becomes easy, natural, and extremely satisfying. One positive
takeaway is the sense of belonging that you will feel; that sensation of inclusion that buoys you and reminds
you that you are not alone as you move through the world. And this is the real purpose of marriage:
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Are You Lonely in a Partnership or Marriage? Oh, if I could list all of my highly not-always-adorable
idiosyncrasies! And, okay, I might have a slightly unfair advantage: How can I be lonely when my spouse is
right there; I can literally see him, smell him, and we totally just paid all the bills together without even
arguing or snapping at one another success! Unfortunately, you can be lonely in your marriage. Although no
two happy marriages are identical, every lonely marriage shares one thing in common: Emotional
abandonment can be a bit confusing. Something isâ€”how do you put it? In fact, many couples who are feeling
disconnected throw the majority of their energy into their kids. You know, as a distraction from the real pain;
the real problems; the real and nagging ache that comes from knowing something isâ€”how do you put it? It
more likely means the emotional distance between the two of you has expanded to such a point that your love
is lacking an essential intimacyâ€”a tenderness of words, actions, and thoughts. A type of gentleness you
know is possible in your two-ness because remember?! And, good news warning here: Because most
relationships in which emotional distance and loneliness have taken up residence can, indeed, be shifted. They
can â€” yes, yes, yes they can! You can, with a little work and sometimes just a few very small tweaks in your
own behavior yes, change starts with you , come back to a daily reality which looks more like this: Yes, you
can get back to that marriage! And do you need to find a therapist to reclaim said goals marriage? As you
make the decision to reclaim a connection with your spouse, resolve first to be patient. And muscle memory is
a powerful thing, as is the intimacy muscle. Here are three simple tips as you begin your new reconnection
exercise routine: The simple answer to where you begin? And, then, really want to listen. Re-establishing
emotional connection is a shift in energyâ€”a shift in wanting to know what each of you are thinking and
feeling again. Make it your goal to engage your partner in more of these conversations each day. Most likely
they will begin reciprocating, asking you similar questions. It might not happen right away old habits areâ€¦
you know! But trust that over time it will. Humans are pretty predictable; we tend to give back precisely what
we are given. Meaning, into their thought-world. Yes, this can happen by asking questions see point one. From
her vantage point. What is daily life likeâ€”from their angle? Come into these few minutes of
perspective-taking with a generosity of heart and mind, an activity that will kind of magically give you more
empathy and patience as you talk to and navigate daily life with your partner. Choose to create tiny moments
during which you gently and intentionally share experiences again. How to find one? I like to begin by asking
a colleague or pal for referrals. Also, did you know that seeing a MFT is covered by most health insurance
plans? Encourage them to think therapy simply as educationâ€”a simple opportunity to learn new ways of
being together! If you have kids, harness their desire to raise thriving littlesâ€”reminding your spouse that the
single most important thing you can do for your children is to have a healthy relationship yourselves. Yes,
they are watching. And yes, you can reclaim intimacy again! Just keep reminding yourself:
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Pinterest What is Juno? Miyuki Sugimoto Astrologically speaking, besides the ten planets, there are five major
asteroids that help us deepen our understanding of ourselves: Ceres, Pallas, Juno, Vesta and Lilith. These
asteroids orbit the Sun in a belt located between Mars and Jupiter. Juno, discovered on September 1, by Karl
L. Harding was named in the Roman tradition after the wife of Jupiter. What is Juno in the birth chart? Juno
represents marriage and partnerships and our attitudes toward commitment and equality in relationships. Being
the partner of a rather philandering god, Juno also tells us how to work with the shadow side of relationships
like domestic abuse, inequality, possessiveness and jealousy. Have you experienced that familiar feeling of
jealousy? Does jealousy have any up side? When is it okay to feel jealous? These are questions we can ask
Juno. And Juno can help us understand our jealousy triggers. Jealousy is different than envyâ€”envy is when
we want what someone else has, and jealousy is when we fear losing what we already have. In my chart, for
example, Juno is in Libra. Libra is a social sign with a focus on balance: I am often socially competitive,
expect people to behave in a certain manner, and am jealously triggered when someone tips the collective
attention their way, especially my partner. Juno in Libra cautions me to work with a partner with similar social
values and who is willing to become a social team rather than a competitor. Juno through the signs helps us
locate our insecurities, so that we can work to overcome them and become proud of our passions, our needs,
and our strong feelings. Juno reminds us that when we feel jealous we are giving our power over to something
or someone else. Our jealousy reminds us to return to the self, to adjust and rediscover our unique powers. Our
jealousies may even teach us about our boundaries. And Juno is capable of great feats of forgiveness. She
would ask us to consider our jealous tendencies, and bless us with strength to move through these intense
emotions, anointing us as a tribe of initiated souls who dare to feel strongly. She would have us recognize
jealousy as part of partnership, and encourage us to talk about it, work with it, understand it, and most
importantly understand its place within the soul. Where is Juno in your chart? Please include your birth
information: What is Juno in Aries My jealousy is triggered in partnerships when I lose sight of my own
strength, confidence and natural juicy warrior-ness. I like my partner to exhibit a level of self-sufficiency and
self-confidence. I will not diminish myself for a partner. What is Juno in Taurus My jealousy is triggered in
partnerships when I lose sight of my self worth. I will not let others dictate my worth. I revel in a partner who
reflects my value back to me through genuine love, romance and gorgeous adoration. What is Juno in Gemini
My jealousy is triggered in partnerships when I lose sight of my need to communicate and my natural
curiosity. I like my partner to feel curious about me, asking questions that get to the heart of my superbly
interesting story. What is Juno in Cancer My jealousy is triggered in partnerships when I lose sight of a sense
of belonging and overall ability to care and be cared for. I desire a partner who views me as their tribe every
single day. What is Juno in Leo My jealousy is triggered in partnerships when I lose sight of my authentic,
creative self. I am meant to shine. What is Juno in Virgo My jealousy is triggered in partnerships when I lose
sight of my ability to discern the truth. When things get messy I have the power to organize. I seek a partner
who speaks as they mean and will follow through on promises. What is Juno in Libra My jealousy is triggered
in partnerships when I lose sight of symmetry, beauty and balance. I value social grace. I crave a partner who
values social dexterity and balance and walks into a room with me as my equal. What is Juno in Scorpio My
jealousy is triggered in partnerships when I lose sight of intimacy and my need for erotic pleasure. I pine for a
partner who can keep up with me sexually as well as render themselves vulnerable at all the right times. What
is Juno in Sagittarius My jealousy is triggered in partnerships when I lose sight of my freedom and strong
voice. I wish for a partner who speaks directly and with confidence, who dares speak for the truth and can
march passionately and actively with me. What is Juno in Capricorn My jealousy is triggered in partnerships
when I lose sight of my inner authority. I need a partner who understands my ambition and thirst for success
and encourages me to move toward my extraordinary dreams. What is Juno in Aquarius My jealousy is
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triggered in partnerships when I lose sight of the big picture. I am good at watching and learning. What is Juno
in Pisces My jealousy is triggered in partnerships when I lose sight of the soulful. I like to melt boundaries and
long to merge. I seek a partner who is unafraid of intimacy and who takes pleasure in creating a spiritual
union. If you wish to explore further please book a session with Shari at www.
9: Juno by Kelli Fox, the Astrologer
The following is from Juno: Key To Marriage,Intimacy,and Partnership by Maritha Pottenger. Juno conjunct Ascendant
Intimacy needs to take center stage in terms of personal action.
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